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Abstract Submission OPENS SOON

Dec 5th - 8th, 2019
BHARGAVA AUDITORIUM
Post Graduate Institute of Medical Education and Research, Sector 12, Chandigarh, 160012

Programme at Glance

APCON 2019 (Dec 6th – 8th, 2019)
- AIKAT Memorial Oration by President, IAPM
- Dr Gaya Prasad Memorial Symposium
- ICP Oration
- Guest Lectures by National & International Faculty
- Dr K C Basu Mallick Award Papers and best Papers Award Presentations
- 8 Parallel CME Sessions
- Plenary Sessions
- Meet the Masters
- Round Table discussions

IAP-ID (Dec 5th, 2019)
- Guest Lectures by invited International Faculty
- Slide seminar by invited International Faculty
- Slide seminar by National Faculty
- Symposium

Highlights of IAP-ID
- Symposium (IAP-ID): "PATHOLOGY IN THE ERA OF IMMUNOMODULATORS" by Dr. Anita Borges (Mumbai)
- Slide seminar (IAP-ID): "PEDIATRIC SOFT TISSUE TUMORS" by Dr. Utra Chatterjee (Kolkata)

www.apcon2019.com
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Official Conference Manager
Rajat Khurana | +91-9811911800
Pankaj Soni | +91-9899227164,
28-32, Ground Floor, Rectangle-I, Distl. Centre Saket, New Delhi-110017